Mixing Formula
ALWAYS follow the formula manufacturer’s instructions for mixing formula and water.

1 Add water

Use the markings on the
side of the pitcher to measure
your desired amount.

2 Add Formula Powder
Always follow formula
manufacturer’s powder
to water mixing ratio.
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3 Place Lid on Pitcher

press the Power Button
Push once to turn on, allow to mix for
1 minute, then press again to turn off.*

Tip: for powders that float
If your formula powder floats on
top of the water, use the wand
to push it down for better mixing.

Pour mixed formula
into bottles & store
them in the
refrigerator

Tip for mixing smaller amounts of formula:
Press the power button lightly & repeatedly to pulse mix.
This is especially helpful to minimize bubbles when the level
of formula is less than 16oz/410ml in the pitcher.

* Some formula powders, especially hypoallergenic varieties that are inherently difficult to mix, may clump.
Warm water may help dissolve these powders. Make sure prongs on wand are completely submerged
for best mixing.
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One Step™ Formula Mixer Parts
Battery Cover

counter-clockwise
to open.

2 Lift Battery Cover.

3 Insert batteries.
+

-

AA Batteries

-

(not included)

+

+

-

-

Power Button

1 Turn Battery Cover

Please note: Rechargeable batteries will need more
frequent charging if the mixer is stored in the fridge.

+

+

-

Installing Batteries

+

Lid

4 Close Battery Cover by aligning the

Open/Close indicator tabs (see below)
then rotating the Cover clockwise.

Mixing Wand

(Note location of power button)

Pitcher
Open

Cleaning

Removing & Installing the Mixing Wand
The Wand can be removed for cleaning.

• Before each use, wash Pitcher, Mixing Wand and bottom of Lid in warm,
soapy water. Do not immerse the Lid in water.
Mixing Wand and Pitcher are top-rack dishwasher-safe.
• CAUTION: The lid contains electronics, please take note of the following:
- Do not immerse the Lid in water or other liquid.
- Do not place the Lid in a dishwasher.
- Note: If the lid is accidentally immersed and water gets inside, remove battery
cover & batteries, wipe with a dry cloth & allow to dry completely before next use.
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Closed

To remove the wand, grasp
the bottom of the wand and
pull slowly and firmly.
To install the wand,
slide the hole in the end
over the axle on the bottom of
Lid and push firmly until it stops.
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